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WING OF ASPECT R A T I O  6 WITH 
AMD WITHOUT A FUSELAGE 
By E. Norman Silvers and Thomas J. Icing, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
An ogive-cylinder  nacelle was investigated in various spanwise  loca- 
tions in a vertically  symmetric  position a mdl-size 45O mptback 
w u  of  aspect  ratio 6 with and without a fuselage.  Comparisons  were 
made  between  these  results  and  results  obtained in another  investigation 
of 8.a underwin@;  nacelle  to  show  the  effect of nacelle  vertical  position. 
The Mach nmber range  of  this  investigation  extended f r m  0.70 to 1.08. . 
The  results  indicate  that  the  changes i  installation  drag  due  to - changes in nacelle  spanwise  position in general  conformed  to  the  concepts 
of the  transonic  area  rule. In regard  to  nacelle  vertical  position, how- 
ever,  the  symmetrical  nacelle had measurably lower installation drag than 
the  underwing  nacelle in spite o f  only minor  differences in the area 
development of the  model-nacelle  cambination.  Furthermore,  fuselage- 
induced inteeerence increased  the drag of the  symmetrical  nacelle  instal- 
lation  at  intermediate spmwiee locations but  decreased  the drag of 
extreme  inboard and wing-tip  locations  of  this  ,arrangement. Some siguif- 
icant  effects of the  variables  investigated on Uft-curve slope,  stability 
characteristics, and the loading characteristics of the model  (indicated 
by measurement of the  lateral-center-of-pressure  locations) ale0 are 
indicated. 
INTRODUCTION . 
The National AdvTsory Committee for Aeronautics is conducting a pro- 
gram  of  research on nacelles and extern stores in order to provide 
, instmtiom suftable f o r  use on airplanes at  transonic  speeds. The 
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investigations  of  this  program  are  concerned  with  an  overall  evaluation 
of  the  effects of body  positioning and shape on the  aerodynamic  charac- 
teristics  of  models  with  straight  and  sweptback  wings. 
The  present  paper  is  the  third  in a series  of  papers  resorting  the 
results  of  investigations  made in the  Langley  high-speed 7- by  10-foot 
tunnel  as  part of the  general  program. In the  present  paper  are  pre- 
sented  results  showing  the  effect of spanwise  positioning  of a vertically 
symmetric  ogive-cylinder  nacelle on a 450 sweptback  wing  with  and  without 
a fuselage. Also included  in  this  paper  is a comparison  between  the  pre- 
sent  results and those  obtained  with an underwing  mounting  of  the  nacelle 
(ref. 1) to  show  the  effect  of  nacelle  vertical  position.  The  effect  of 
chordwise  positioning of underwing  nacelles  of  three  profile  shapes  on a 
450 sweptback  wing  without a fuselage  are  presented in  reference 2. 
In the  investigations  of  nacelles  made in the 7- by 10-foot  tunnel 
(refs. 1 and 2), as  well  as  those  made  earlier by the  Pilotless  Aircraft 
Reseasch  Division  (refs. 3 to 7), a wing  of 450 sweepback,  aspect  ratio 6, 
taper  ratio 0.6, and  NACA  65A-series  airfoil  sections has been  used as the 
test  vehicle. The thickness  of  the  wing  used  in  the  tunnel  investigations 
tapered f'rom 9 percent  at  the  root  to 3 percent  at  the  tip,  vhile  the  wing 
of  the  flight  models wa 9 percent  thick  from  root  to  tip. 
For the  most  part,  the  bodies  used in these  investigations  have  been 
solid;  however,'  in  reference 7, the  effects  of  internal f ow on the  drag 
characteristics  of  the  model  are  presented for one  configuration  of  the 
nacelle. In reference 8, results  which  were  obtained in the  Langley 
8-foot  transonic  tunnel  are  presented f o r  several  configurations  of  ducted 
nacelles. 
SYMBOLS 
CD drag  coefficient,  Twice  semispan  drag/qSw 
nacelle-drag  coefficient, s, 
(C%odel+naceue - '%del) 2 ~ ,  
CITl pitching-moment coefficient referred to O.25E of wing, 
CB bending-moment coefficient, Twice root bending 
Twice semispan pitching moment/qG 
3 
Sn 
- 
C 
C 
b 
42 
X 
v 
M2 
P 
a 
5 
free-stream  dynamic  pressure, 1/2p+?, ~ b / s q  ft 
twice  area of semispan model, 0 .I25 sq ft 
maxFmum frontal mea of nacelle, 0.00119 sq ft 
mean  aerodynaslic  chord  of  wing, 0.147 ft, 
ZJ,”” $dy (using  theoretical  tip) 
s, 
local wing chord  parallel  to  chord  plane 
twice span of  semispan  model, 0.866 ft 
fuselage  diameter 
nacelle  diameter 
longitudinal  distance  froan wing leading  edge  to  nose f nacelle; 
negative  when nose of nacelle is forward of wing  leading  edge 
lateral  distance from plane of symmetry to center  line of nacelle 
fuselage  length 
nacelle  length 
effective  free-stream air velocity 
effectivs  free-stream Mach number, 2Jobp CM, dy 
% 
l oca l  Mach number 
average  chordwLse  Mach  number 
mass density of air 
angle  of  attack,  deg 
4 
YCP lateral  center  of  pressure  referred  to  wing  semispan, - 
dCB 
a% 
APPARATUS ApaD MODELS 
This  investigation  utilized a small-size  semispan  model  that  was 
mounted  on a reflection-plane  plate,  located 3 inches  from  the  tunnel 
wall in  order  to  bypass  the  wall  boundary  layer  (fig. 1) . A more 
detailed  discussion  of  the  model  setup  and  the  strain-gage  balance sys- 
tem  employed,  is  given  in  reference 1. 
The wing was  constructed  of  steel  with 45O sweepback  referred to 
the  quarter-chord line, aspect  ratio 6, and a taper  ratio of 0.6. The 
airfoil  sections  parallel  to  the  free  stream  were NACA 6w-series sec- 
tions that tapered in thickness from 9 percent at the root chord to - 
3 percent  at  the  theoretical  tip  chord. 
The  fuselage was made  of  brass  and was mounted  to  the  wing so that 
there  was a clearance  gap of 1/32 of an inch  between  the  reflection  plane 
plate  and  the  inside  surface  of  the  fuselage.  With  the  fuselage  in  place, 
the  nominal  panel  span of the  wing was therefore  reduced by 1/32 of an 
inch.  Ordinates  of  the  fuselage  are  presented  in  table I. 
The  fuselage  used  in  this  investigation  consisted  of a body  formed 
by ogival  nose  and  tail  sections  having a basic  fineness  ratio  of 12.
For  testing, a section  of  the  tail  was  removed  to  form a blunt-ended  body 
of fineness  ratio 10. The  f'uselage of references 3 to 7 has a nose  sec- 
tion  similar  to  the  present  fuselage  in  that  both  utilized a sect on gen- 
erated by revolution of an ogival arc. The  nose  section  of  the  fuselage 
of  references 3 to 7 was Ellightly  longer  in  proportion  to  the maxfmum 
diameter  than  that  of  the  fuselage  used  in  this  investigation. In con- 
trast  to  the  continuously  varying  curvature of the  present  fuselage  tail 
section,  the  tail  section  contour  of  the  fuselage  of  references 3 to 7 
was formed by locating a straight-line  element so as t o  be  tangent  to 
the  fuselage  contour  eomewhat  behind  the maximum diameter. This resulted 
in a larger  base  diameter of the  tail  section  of  the  fuselage  of  the 
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- reference papers than that of the present fuselage. On both fuselages, 
the  wings  were  located so that  the  leading  edges  intersected  the  fuse- 
lage m a x i m  diameter  at  the  surface of the  fuselage. - 
The  nacelle was a solid  body  of  revolution  constructed  of  mahogany. 
The nacelle  shape  consisted  of gival nose  and  tail  sections  and a cylin- 
drical  mids'ection.  Nacelle  ordinates  are  presented in table 11. The 
nacelle  fineness  ratio  was 9.34. The  nacelle was located  along  the wing 
chord  line so that  the  midlength of the  hypothetical  ducted  body  as  dis- 
cussed in reference 2 would  lie on the  0.5-chord line of the wing. A 
drawing  showing  the  nacelle  locations  is  presented in figure 2. Four' span- 
wise  locations of the nacelle  were  investigated: 0.20b/2, 0.46b/2, O.?Ob/2, 
and  0.96b/2.  Results  for  two  vertical  locations f the  nacelle  are com- 
pared in this  paper  for  each  spanwise  location on  the wing without a 
fuselage.  They  were a symmetrical  position  where  the  nacelle  center  line 
lay in the  chord  plane of the wing and an underwing  position  where  the 
nacelle  center  line w&s one-half  the maJdmum diameter  below  the  chord 
plane  of  the  wing.  Results  of  the  latter  configuration  have  been  reported 
earlier in reference 1. The  vertically  symmetric  nacelle was a i s 0  inves- 
tigated in each  spanwise  location  with  the  fuselage in  position on the 
WFng. 
The  ogive-cylinder  nacelle  of  this  investigation was similar in shape 
to the  nacelle  investigated  in  references 3 to 7, in that for both  nacelles 
ogival  nose  and  tail  sections  were  used  between  which was located a cylin- 
drical  length of body. For the  nacelle  of  the  present  investigation,  the 
ogival tail  section  terminated in a point  while  the  nacelles  of  refer- 
ences 3 t o  7 were  blunt  ended;  that is, a portion  of  the ogiv~l tail was 
removed.  The  fineness  ratiu of the  nacelle  used  herein  was 9.34, while 
that  of  the  nacelle of references 3 to 7 was 9.66. 
The nacelle  used  herein was also somewhat  larger  relative  to  the KLng 
than  were  the  nacelles of the  flight  investigations.  The  size of the 
nacelle  of  this  investigation  was  determined from existing  jet-engine 
specifications  and by considering  the  wfng to be a 0.01-scale  model  of a
bomber w i n g .  At full scale  the  diameter of the  nacelle  would  be  about 
47 inches  and  the  airplane  would  be of the medium-bder category. 
The  reflection-plane  plate  attached  to  the w a l l  of  the  Langley  high- 
speed 7- by 10-foot  tunnel  induces  over  its  surface a region  of l o c a l  
permits  testing of small models  to MEbch  numbers of 1.08. The  variations 
in local  Mach  number  over  the  reflection-plane  plate  are shown in  fig- 
velocities higher than the free-stream velocities of the tunnel, which 
- w e  3 for typical Mach nunhers. As indicated by these data, the Mach 
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number  gradient in the  region  of  the  model  decreases  with  decreasing 
tunnel  speed. At a Mach nmber of  about 0.93, the  flow  is  gradient  free. 
Effective  free-stream  Mach  numbers  which  are  used  as  the  basis  of  data 
presentation  were  obtained  from  the  relationship 
Lift,  drag,  pitching-moment, and bending-moment  coefficients  were 
measured  over an angle-of-attack  range  that  extended  from  about -1.5O 
to 9.0° at  Mach  numbers  from 0.70 to 1.08. The  variation of Reynolds 
nmiber  with  Mach  number  for  these  tests  is  shown  in  figure 4. Because 
of  the small size  of  the  model  employed in this  investigation, Jet bound- 
ary and  blockage  corrections  were  considered  negligible. 
In general,  the  accuracy  of  the  force  and  moment  measurements  can 
be  Judged  by any random  scatter of the  test  points  of  the  basic  data. 
In determining  increments of forces  and  moments,  however,  faired  values 
of  forces  and  moments  are  used,  thus  tending  to  minimize  the  influence 
of  test-point  scatter  on  the  curves  of  the summary results. 
Experience  with  the  technique  of  locating small reflection-plane 
models  in a localized  high-velocity  field  to  obtain  transonic  speeds has 
indicated  that  absolute  values of coefficients,  particularly drag, may 
not  correlate  well  with  data  obtained  on  larger  complete  modele.  Valid 
incremental  effects,  such  ad  those  due  to  model  configuration,  lift  coef- 
ficient, or Mach  number  are,  however,  felt  to  be  obtained  by  this  tech- 
nique.  These  conclusions  were  reached  after  correlative  studies of 
results  from  bllmp-type  test  techniques  and  the  conventional  sting-type  test 
techniques had been  made (for example,  ref. 9 )  . 
IiESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of this  investigation are presented in the  figures, the 
content of which  is  summarized  below. 
Figure 
Basic  data: 
Wing alone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
Wing fuselage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
Wing  wfth  symmetrical  nacelle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
Wing  fuselage with symmetricd nacelle . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
Wing  with  underwing  nacelle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
Drag  characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 to 15 
summ~ry of aerodynamic characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 t o  23 
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Lift-curve  slopes  presented  were  measured  through  zero  lift  while 
pitching-moment-curve slopes were  measured  at a lift  coefficient  of 0.1. 
Drag  Characteristics 
The drag  coefficients  as a function of Mach  number  have  been 
obtained  on  the  models  with and without  the  nacelle in  the  various  test 
locations  and  the  results  are  presented in  figure 10. F r o m  these  data, 
the  increments in drag  due  to  the  nacelle h v e been  taken  and  the  results, 
based  on  the  nacelle  frontal  =ea  and  called  "nacelle dr g coefficient," 
are  presented in  figure 11 as a function of Mach  number,  in  figure I 2 as 
a function  of  lift  coefficient, and in figure 13 as a function  of  nacelle 
spanwise  location. 
Although  underwing  mounting of nacelles  is  preferred  by many manu- 
facturers,  the drag of such  installations  is  generally  hfgher  than  the 
drag of  the  vertically  symnetric  installation  throughout  the  Mach  number 
range  over a luge part of the  lift-coefficient range. Similez d r a g  c k -  
acteristics  have  been  shown  in  flight hves igations made  at zero lift 
(ref. 3) at  Mach  numbers up  to  about 1.25. A part  of  the  additional drag 
of the  underwing  installation  probably  is  due  to  poor  flow.characteristics 
in  the  wing-nacelle  junctures  which  has  been  discussed in reference 1. 
Fuselage  interference has an appreciable  effect on the  drag  coeffi- 
cients  of  the  symmetrical  nacelle,  producing a  Fncrease in Csl for  the 
intermediate  spanwise  locations  of  the  nacelle,  and  at  the  lower  lift  coef- 
ficients  resulting  in a redbction in Cs, for  the  wing-tip  location.  At 
the  higher  lift  coefficients  fuselage  interference  does  not  show a con- 
sistent  effect on the  drag  of  the  tip  nacelle. 
Because  of  the  significance  of  fuselage  interference OR the  nacelle 
drag coefficients  of this investigation,  it  should be emphasized  that 
although  the  fuselage  used  is a standardized  research shape, it is not 
necessarily  intended  to  simulate  interference  effects  either  at  subsonic 
or  transonic  speeds  that  would  be  obtained by a particular  type  of  air- 
plane  fuselage. 
In connection  with  fuselage as well 88 nacelle  interference  it is of 
interest  to  inspect some of  the drag results  presented in this  paper from 
the  standpoint  of a method  (ref. lo) that  proposes a way of estimating 
the  compazative  levels  of  drag at transonic  speeds.  Reference 10 indicates 
that  the  area  development  along  the  length  of  the  model in a plan  perpen- 
dicular  to  the  plane  of  symmetry may provide an index  to  the  increase in 
drag  that  occurs in going f r o m  subsonic  to  transonic  speeds. The different 
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locations  of  the  nacelle of this  investigation,  because  of  the wing 
sweep,  result in some  significant  changes  in  the  area  development. 
Several  arrangements  of  the  nacelle  have  been  selected  to  illustrate - 
the  development  of  area  (fig. 14) and  the  increment  in  drag h s been  taken 
between  the  drag  at  Mach  numbers  greater  than 0.9 and  the drag at 0.9 for 
these  configurations  at  zero  lift  coefficient.  The  results  show  that  the 
increase  in drag coefficient  at  transonic  speeds  is a function  of  the 
increase  in maximum cross-sectional  area  of  the  configuration. Any reduc- 
tion  of  the maximum area  by  repositioning  of  the  nacelle  or  reduction  of 
the  maximum  area  by  removal  of  the  fuselage  reduces  the  drag  level  at  Mach 
numbers  near 1.0. It  is  to  be  noted  that  there  is some difference  in 
transonic  drag  between  the  symmetrical  and  the  underwing  nacelle on th  
wing  without  the  fuselage  in  spite  of an insignificant  change  in  the  maxi- 
mum area  of  these  arrangements. It would  appear  that  such a refinement 
in  interpetation of the  area  developments  is  not  justified. It is also 
to  be  noted  that  while  the  addition o f  he tip  nacelle  did  not  increase 
the  maximum  area,  it  did  result in an irregularly  shaped  distribution. 
It  would  appear  that  lower drag might  have  been  attained  with  this  loca- 
tion  had  the  models  been  shaped  to  provide a smooth  area  development. 
In general,  though,  the  method  of  reference 10 applied  to  the  results of' 
this  investigation  gives a good  indication  of  the  comparative  levels  of 
drag  at  transonic  speeds  for  the  model an  nacelle  arrangements  used. 
It ia  possible  that  any  reflection-plane  disturbances  due  to  bound- 
ary layer or shock  reflections ma;y be  of  significance in nacelle drag 
coefficient. To indicate possible reflection-plane effects, a comparison I 
is  made in figure 15 between some of the  results  presented in this  paper 
and results obtained  on similar but larger complete  models in flight 
(refs. 3 and 5 ) .  This  comparison  is  made  at  zero  lift,  the  lift  coeffi- . 
cient  of  the  flight  results,  and  at two Mach  numbers  which  show  represen- 
tative  nacelle drag for  the  subsonic  and low supersonic  speed  ranges. 
The  agreement  between  the  results  is  qualitatively  good at a Mach  number 
of 1.08, thus  indicating  that  at  transonic  speeds,  the  reflection  plane 
does  not  have any major  effect  upon  the  changes  in  the  nacelle dr g co f- 
ficients  due  to  change in nacelle  spanwise  location.  The  level of nacelle 
drag coefficients  of  the  semispan  model  is,  however,  somewhat  higher  for 
all  spanwlse  locations  of  nacelle  than  the  nacelle  drag  coefficients  of 
the  larger  complete  models - a result  discussed in more  detail in  refer- 
ence 9.  At a Mach nutriber  of 0 . 9 ,  the  agreement  between  the  results  is 
poor. The  accuracy  of  nacelle  drag  measurements  obtained  by  both  test 
techniques  is,  however,  not so good  at  the  lower  speeds  as it is  at  the 
higher  speeds. 
- Lift-Drag  Ratios 
The  variations  in maxbmm lift-drag  ratios  of  the  models  without 
- nacelles.  and  for  the  models  with  nacelles  in  the  various  test  locations 
m e  presented in  figure 16. A convenient  quantitative  expression  of  the 
effect  of  the  nacelles on the  maximum  lift-drag  ratios  of  the  models  is 
given by the  ratio  of  the (L/D)- of  the  model  with  nacelles  to  the 
(L/D)- of  the mdel without  nacelles.  These  ratios  are  summarized  in 
figure 17. The  ratio  gives  values  greater han 1.0 if the maximum lift- 
cirag ratio of the  modei  with  nacelle  is  higher  than  that  for  the  model 
without  nacelle. 
The  highest  ratios f maximum lift-drag  ratio  were  obtained  at  sub- 
sonic  Mach  numbers  for  the  symmetrical  nacelle  on  the  wihg  without a
fuselage  over  most  of  the  nacelle  spanwise  range.  Comparison  of  these 
results  with  those  obtained  with  the  fuselage in place  indicates  that, 
at  subsonic Mach numbers,  fuselage  interference has an adverse  effect 
on the  ratio  of (L/D)- fo r  intermediate  spanwise  locations of the 
nacelle. At a supersonic  Mach  nmiber  of 1.08, fuselage  interference 
becomes  favorable. 
The  lasgest  effect  of  nacelle  spanwise  location n he ratios of 
(L/D)- was  obtained  at  subsonic  speeds for the  symmetrical  nacelle 
on the  wing-fuselage  combination. For this  configuration  the  ratios  of 
est  at  nacelle  locations of 0.96b/2 and 0.20b/2. At a Mach  number  of 
I 0.70, the ratios became slightly greater than 1.0. This is of course 
related  to  the low nacelle drag coefficients  shown  earlier  for  this  con- 
figuration  of  nacelle and model.  The low drag and high (L/D)- at 
subsonic  speeds  of  the  symmetrical  nacelle  at  0.96b/2  that  were  obtained 
not only on the  wing-fuselage  combination but also on the wing alone  are 
a result of the  nacelle's  acting  as  w i n g  end  plate.  The  underwing 
nacelle  at  the wing tip  does  not  show any evidence  of  acting  as a wing 
end  plate. 
I b / D )  - were  the  lowest at a nacelle  location  of  0.46b/2 and the  high- 
Increase in Mach number  reduces  the  ratios  of (L/D)- of the 
best  configurations of nacelles  (extreme  inboard  and  tip  locations  of 
the  symmetrical  nacelle  on  the  wing-fuselage  model).  The  reductions  are 
equivalent to a reduction  in  the  ratios  of (L/D)- of 10 percent  for 
the  inboard  location and about 17 percent  for  the  extreme  tip  location. . 
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Lift  Characteristics 
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The increments in slopes  of  the  lift  curves  due  to  the  nacelle  in 
the  various  spanwise  locations  have  been  obtained f r o m  figure 18 and  are 
presented in figure 19. 
Positive  increases in \ of the  model  due  to  the  nacelles  were 
generally  obtained at subsonic  speeds  with  the  largest  increases  being 
shown  for  the  underwing  nacelle in most  nacelle  spanwise  locations. 
This configuration also resulted  in  the  highest  increments i   lift-curve 
slope f o r  outboard  locations  at a Mach  number  of 1.08. Nacelle  spanwise 
location  showed  some  pronounced  effects  on % for  the  underwing 
nacelle.  The  effects of both  spanwise  and  chordwise  location of the 
underwing  nacelle  are  more fully discussed in reference I. The  fuse- 
lage  reduced  the  increment i  lift-curve  slope  for  the  symmetrical 
nacelle  at  almost all nacelle  spanwise  locations. 
Pitch  Characteristics 
The  slopes  of  the  pitching-moment  curves  taken  at  lift  coeffi- 
cient  of 0.1 are  presented in figure 20 for  the  models  without and with 
the  nacelles in the  test  locations.  Increments in the  pitching-moment- 
curve  slopes  due  to  the  nacelles  are  presented  in  figure 21. The slopes 
of the  pitching-moment  curves  obtained  at CL = 0.1 indicate some rather 
erratic  effects  of  the  several  variables  investigated. Some of  the 
largest  changes in the  incr'ement  in  slope f the  pitching-moment  curves 
come f rom changes in nacelle  spanwise  location. At a Mach  nmiber of 1.08, 
change in,spanwise  location f the  symmetrical  nacelle  on  the wing alone 
results in the  largest  change  which  is  equivalent  to a change in the 
aerodynamic-center  location  of  more  than 11 percent of the mean aerody- 
aamic  chord.  The  average  change,  however,  for  all  Mach  numbers.and 
nacelle  arrangements  appears to be  equivalent  to from 5 to 7 percent 
change in aerodynamic-center  location  based on the mean aerodynamic  chord. 
At  the  higher  lift  coefficients, a destabilizing  break  develops in
the  pitching-moment  curves  for  the wing alone  and  the  wing-fuselage corn- 
bination.  at  Mach  numbers  of  about 1.05 and lower  (figs. 5 and 6 )  . Inter- 
mediate spanwise locations (0.46b/2 and O.7Ob/2) of the  symmetrical and 
the  underwing  nacelle  extend  the  lift-coefficient  range  where  the  unstable 
break  occurs  (figs. 7 and 9 )  . Intermediate  locations  of  the  symmetrical 
nacelle also extend  the  range  for  the  destabilizing  break of the wing- 
Fuselage  combination,  but only at  the lmer Mach  numbers  (fig. 8 )  . On 
the  other hand, the  tip  mounting (O.g6b/2) of the symetrical nacelle on 
the  wing-fuselage  combination  produces an unstable  pitching-moment  break 
at even  lower  lift  coefficients  than  for  the  wing-fuselage  combination 
without  the  nacelle. 
NACA RM L53HI-7 
Lateral  Center of Pressure 
11 
The  lateral  centers of pressure m e  presented in figure 22 for  the 
models  with  and  without  nacelles. The incremental  changes in  the  lat- 
eral  centers  of  pressure  have  been  determined and are presented in  fig- 
ure 23. The changes in the  location  of  the  lateral  center  of  pressure 
due  to  changes in the  independent  variables of this  investigation  are 
appreciable.  Spenwise  and  vertical  position  of  the  nacelle  each  makes 
as m c h  as a 6-percent  change in the  locations  of  the  lateral  center  of 
pressure.  Changes of this  order of magnitude  indicate  that  the  nacelles 
can  have a significant  effect on the loading characteristics  of  the wing 
panel. 
An  investigation of  the  high-speed  aeroaynamic  effects  of  spanwise 
positioning  of an underwing and vertically  symmetric  ogive-cylinder 
nacelle on a small-size 45O sweptback wing and  the  effects of a verti- 
cally  symmetric  ogive-cylinder  nacelle on the KLng combined  with a fuse- 
lage  indicate'  the  following  conclusions : 
1. The  changes in installation  drag  due  to  changee in nacelle  span- 
wise  position in general  conformed to the  concepts of the  transonic  area 
rule. In regard  to  nacelle  vertical  position,  however,  the  symmetrical 
nacelle  had  measurably  lower  installation drag than  the  underwing  nacelle 
in spite of only minor differences in the  area  development. 
- 2. F'uselage-induced  interference  increased  the  installation  drag  of 
the  symmetrical  nacelle  at  intermediate  spanwise  locations,  but  decreased 
the  drag  of  extreme  wing-tip  locations of this configuration. 
3.  Nacelle  spanwise  location,  vertical  position, a d fuselage- 
induced  interference all shared  signfficant  effects on the  lift-curve 
slope and the  stability  chazacteristics  of  the model as w e l l  as  on  the 
loading characteristics of the wing as indicated by the  lateral-center- 
of-pressure  measurements. 
Langley  Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National  Advisory  Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley  Field, Va., August 14, lB3. 
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TABLE I. - F'USELAGE ORDINATES 
Eaeic  fineness ratio 12, actual  fineness ratio 
10 achieved by cutting off  rear portion of bow] 
t 
Ordinates, percent length 
Station 
0 . 60 
0 9 0  
1.50 
3.00 
6.00 
9.00 
12 -00 
18 .oo 
24.00 
30.00 36.00 
lr2.00 
L8 .OO 
SL.00 
60 .oo 66.00 
72.00 
78 .OO 
8lt .OO w.00 
96.00 
100 . 00 
Radius 
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Figure 1.- Two-view drawing of the  t e s t  setup. 
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Figure 2.- Nacelle locations. 
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Figure 6.- Aerodynamic characteristics of the semispan Wing combined 
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Figure 14.- Variation of the increment i n  drag coefficient with Mach number. 
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Figure 15.- Comparison between  nacelle drag coefficient  obtained on the 
semispan tunnel model and complete  models in flight. 
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Figure 17.- Variation with nacelle spanwise  location of the ratios of the , 
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drag ratio of the model without  nacelles. 
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Figure 18.- Variation of the lift-curve slopes with Mach number. 
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Figure 19.- Variation  of the increments i n  lift-curve slope with nacelle 
spanwise  location. 
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Figure 21.- Variation of the increments In pitching-moment-curve slope 
with nacelle spanwise location. CL = 0.1. 
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Figure 22.- Vaxiation of the lateral-center-of-pressure locations w i t h  
Mach nuder. 
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Figure 23.- Verriation of the  increments of the lateral-center-of-pressure 
locations  with  nacelle  spanwise  location. 
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